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Student Government Delays
Sanctuary Campus Vote
Protestors Wary of President Cole’s Influence on
Legislation, Bill Passes to Survey Undergraduates

Gabe Wanissian
Contributing Writer
A bill to survey undergraduates pertaining to Montclair
State University becoming
a sanctuary campus was finally passed Wednesday
night after a hotly-contested
Student Government Association (SGA) meeting. The
bill came into existence after
the original bill to have SGA
endorse sanctuary campus
policy was opposed, due to
legislators claiming they did
not have enough information
on how sanctuary campuses
would protect the rights of
undocumented immigrants.
However, information regarding the pros and cons
of sanctuary campus policy
was sent out to all legislators over a month ago, after
the initiative was originally
brought up by student activists at the February 6 SGA
student affairs meeting.
“People voted no because
they didn’t do their research
[on the policies],” said SGA
legislator Wellington Gomez, who authored the original bill. Gomez added that
the executive board needs
to hold legislators more accountable to being informed
for their jobs. “It is disappointing because this is a hu-

Students gather around legislator Wellington Gomez after quorum was
called following Wednesday’s meeting.

man rights issue that we are
taking on right now.”
“We are trying to advertise initiatives more, and do
things like on-campus voting
booths to educate students
more, and to go out there and
speak to students directly,”
said SGA President Matthew
Lerman. There is no timetable as to when such actions
will take place.
A college or university

that adopts sanctuary campus policies may refuse to cooperate with federal officials
who seek to deport undocumented students by utilizing
its autonomy as an educational institution, and to bolster protection for students
protected under the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) or “Dream Act”
program.
The bill opposition also
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stemmed from SGA legislators wanting to speak to President Susan A. Cole on the
matter at next week’s SGA
meeting, much to the dismay
of many student activists
who felt that Cole’s presence
would influence SGA’s decision.
“I think [ Cole] doesn’t,
but she does influence,” said
SGA legislator Ariana Tringali, who motioned to op-

pose the vote on the original
bill. Activists were outraged
by the decision, which caused
a quorum to be called by Lerman in order to ease tensions.
“You are elected by the student body. Why isn’t the SGA
informing the student body
first?” said student activist
Matthew Kelly after the quorum. “That is a form of lobbying.”
Following backlash, Tringali wrote the follow-up sanctuary campus survey bill, following the quorum call.
The survey will be created
in collaboration with college
administration and it is estimated to be completed by the
end of the week, according to
the SGA executive board. The
survey will touch on key issues of becoming a sanctuary
campus.
“While higher education
institutions across the nation are deeply concerned
about keeping our campuses
secure for all of our students
and employees, it is not clear
what such a declaration
would actually mean,” said
Cole in a statement to The
Montclarion.
On January 25, President
Donald Trump signed an executive order that he would
SGA continued on Page 2

Student-Produced Ad to Air in
Times Square this Month
Deanna Rosa
Editor in Chief

A student crew films the winning ad for the Feliciano Times Square Challenge.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters

Rocky the Red Hawk will
be making his debut in
Times Square this month as
the star of an entirely student-produced ad.
The 30-second clip chosen
as the winner of the Feliciano Times Square Challenge
will be aired on the largest
digital surface LED screen
in New York City, and will
be Montclair State’s first ad
campaign in Times Square.
Back in 2015, the benefactors of the Feliciano School
of Business bid on Times
Square ad space at a benefactor dinner. When they
presented it as a gift to the
school of business, Dean
Gregory Cant created a student competition for the best
ad.

Over a dozen teams entered the contest, which presented students with this
challenge: design and produce a 30-second ad highlighting the business school’s
proximity to New York City
and its role as the hub of innovation for the campus. The
teams had to be comprised
of at least one business student and one student from
a different department, thus
fostering an interdisciplinary
project.
“If you’ve ever heard the
expression, ‘Everybody becomes an ad executive during the super bowl,’ that’s
kind of how our early meetings went,” said Dan Fedkenheuer, a junior business
major with a concentration
Billboard continued on Page 2
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for input for sancutary campus bill.

reduce federal funds to cities
that declare sanctuary status,
but the order did not clarify if
colleges would face the same
penalty.
Montclair State receives
$66.4 million in federal, state
and private grants, according
to their annual report. A decrease in federal funds could
affect financial aid for stu-

dents, however all cities and
colleges that have declared
themselves sanctuaries have
yet to lose any federal aid.
Currently, Montclair State
does not collect information as
to whether students are documented or undocumented.
Immigration raids have also
maintained at the same rate
in New Jersey, according to
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Homeland Security reports.
Still, Montclair State student
activists maintain that laws
can change at a moment’s notice, as seen with the Trump
administration’s executive orders on immigration.

Billboard: Rocky the Red Hawk Takes on
Times Square
Continued from page 1

in marketing.
Fedkenheuer, who is vice
president of the American
Marketing Association at
Montclair State, was a member
of the winning team. He illustrated the original storyboards
which eventually developed
into the winning ad.
“I think about how I was
Photoshopping it in my bedroom… It was nothing at some
point and now it’s this big production,” he explained.
The 30-second commercial
is a “zero to hero” story, according to Fedkenheuer. It
begins with an adolescent
Rocky who encounters failure after failure—from being
unable to blow out all of his
birthday candles to attending prom dateless to messing

up his driver’s test. But the
story takes a turn for the better
when he opens an acceptance
letter from Montclair State
University. The remainder of
the video shows Rocky succeeding in the classroom and
going on to be the owner of his
own start-up company.
“It’s very edgy and doesn’t
look like the other bright advertising down there,” Cant
said of the winning ad. “People don’t know Rocky outside
of here, but a person wouldn’t
be as impactful as a giant
bird.”
After Fedkenheuer and his
fellow business major teammates—Sana Ajaj, Erin Blake,
Mike Lutes and Jake Ruggerio—nailed down the storyboard, they handed it over to

Chris Guiseppini, a film student and the sixth member of
their team. This past summer,
Guiseppini led a student film
crew who shot the commercial.
The ad goes live in Times
Square the week of March 27,
and the team is already eager
to visit and take pictures in
front of the fruit of their yearand-a-half-long labor. On
Thursday, March 30, the team
of student producers will host
a panel discussion about their
winning project.

Red Hawk Rap Sheet
Thursday, Mar. 2
Bohn Hall: Student Mark
Malmstrom, 19, of Neshanic
Station, N.J. was arrested
and charged with possession
of marijuana. Malmstrom is
scheduled to appear in the
City Clifton Court.
Friday, Mar. 3
Clove Road: Non-student Joel
Philius, 23, of Brooklyn, N.Y.
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana after a
motor vehicle stop. Philius is
scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Graphic by Claudia Habrahamshon

The first issue of The Montclarion, then named
The Pelican, was published on Nov. 28, 1928.

Saturday, Mar. 11
Clove Road: Two non-student
juveniles were arrested and
charged with criminal mischief for entering the New Jersey Tower. Both juveniles are
scheduled for family court in
their county.

Tuesday, Mar. 14
Gibson Hall: Student Lindsay Logue, 19, of Kinnelon,
N.J. was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia..
Logue is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal
Court.

Monday, Mar. 13
Bohn Hall: Student Sydney
Landwehr, 18, of Pompton
Lakes, N.J. was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Landwehr is scheduled
to appear in the City of Clifton
Court.

Tuesday, Mar. 14
Dinallo Heights: Students
Nicole Aiello, 21, of Mahwah,
N.J. and Kayla Riccelli, 21, of
Pine Brook, N.J. were charged
with criminal trespassing.
Both parties are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.

themontclarion.org
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Improving College Lactation Facilities

Two Students Participate in a Call to Action
Ayla Gentiletti
Reshma Adwar
Contributing Writers
When it comes to feeding
their babies, women are told
breast is best. However, researchers studying barriers
to breastfeeding suggest that
while mothers may have the
intention to breastfeed, they
may not have the appropriate support. Particularly on
college campuses, students,
professors, and staff struggle
to continue breastfeeding due
to a lack of pumping spaces or
time.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends children be exclusively breastfed
for the first 6 months of life,
followed by a combination of
breastmilk and complementary food until the age of 1
year. Breastfeeding is beneficial to both baby and mother.
It has been shown to protect
infants from diseases such as
respiratory tract infections,
Types 1 and 2 diabetes, leukemia, and childhood obesity.
For the mother, it decreases
the risk of breast and ovarian
cancers, decreases postpartum
bleeding, and promotes postpartum weight loss. Breastfeeding encourages bonding
between mother and baby,
and provides a safe, economical, readily-available source of
nourishment for the developing infant.
Alternatively, ending a
breastfeeding relationship can
deprive a baby and mother of
the unique bonding experience of breastfeeding and can
pose a financial burden on
new parents. Baby formula
can cost $1600 to $2000 per
year on top of expected babyrelated expenses such as diapers, clothing, child care, etc.
Breastfeeding is challenging and can be difficult to initiate and maintain. According to a 2011 report by the
office of the Surgeon General,
breast pain, poor infant latch,
maternal feelings of isolation
or loss of freedom, and negative social attitudes toward
breastfeeding are common obstacles surrounding an ongoing breastfeeding relationship.

Reshma Adwar (left) and Ayla Gentiletti (right) push for updated facilities.

Dana Jarvis| The Montclarion

are still not being fed as per
recommendations. The CDC
postulates that this is likely in
part due to mothers not getting the support they need.
The Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act of 2010
addresses these barriers and
mandates that companies with
50 or more employees provide
a nursing mother reasonable
break time and a private space
other than a bathroom to express breast milk. Universities are in a unique position
because they are accountable
not just to employees, but also
to students. Even if they are
following the requirements of
the Affordable Care Act as it
relates to employees, they also
have the responsibility to meet
the needs of lactating students.

Dr. Lauren Dinour sparked an interest in students after presenting her research in class.

Returning to work or school
is another significant barrier,
particularly when women do
not have the appropriate facilities or time to privately,
comfortably and hygienically
express and store milk. Consequently, women may end
up abandoning breastfeeding
altogether.
According to a report by the
Centers for Disease Control
(CDC), among infants born in
2013, 81.1% started to breastfeed, however, at 6 months
and 12 months, that number
dropped to 51.8% and 30.7%
respectively. Although this
is an increase from previous
years, it is evident that infants

Dana Jarvis| The Montclarion

According to Nyreen Seguinot, a senior at Montclair State
University who is currently
nursing her baby, “Pumping
while at school is a task within
itself. Mothers who continue
to do so need as much support
as they possibly can get.”
Examining universities
across New Jersey, we found
that some have no lactation
policies outlined on their websites while others have very
basic accommodations. Universities that have no listed
policies include Seton Hall
University, Stevens Institute
of Technology, William Paterson University and Georgian
Court University. While these

universities may have policies
that are known to students
and staff internally, an inability to find information through
an internet search sends the
message that these policies
and facilities do not exist.
On the basic end of the
spectrum are universities
which have few lactation spaces, simple furniture, limited
hours of operation and require
women to bring their own
pumps and supplies. Rutgers,
Rowan and Princeton Universities and The College of New
Jersey are examples.
There are no universities in
New Jersey which exceed this
basic level of policies and facilities for lactating students.
However, across the country,
there are several universities
with model accommodations.
These universities have several lactation spaces across
campus featuring plush furniture, hospital grade pumps for
student use, extended hours of
availability, refrigeration and
clear policies outlined on their
websites including photos
of the spaces, location of the
rooms and contact information for questions or concerns.
The University of WisconsinMadison, Texas A&M University, George Washington University, and the University of
Arizona are examples.
We sought to assess lactation policies and facilities at
Montclair State University to
determine where they fell on
the spectrum of basic to model. We investigated the feasibility of accessing designated
lactation rooms and how well
lactation policies are both understood and enforced. As
per the university’s website,
there are currently two lactation rooms on campus, located
in Richardson Hall and the
Center for Clinical Services
in Lot 60. Lactation rooms are
available from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.
To access a space, mothers
must first email the Women’s
Caucus for approval.
Following this procedure, we
sent an email to the Women’s
Caucus on a Tuesday to reserve space in Richardson Hall
for that upcoming Friday at
10:45 a.m. By Friday morning,
we received no reply. Nonetheless, we visited the Richardson Hall lactation space.

Dana Jarvis| The Montclarion

The room was unlocked and
occupied by university staff
treating it as a break room.
While the space was large and
adequately furnished, it was
unclean and malodorous—
not an ideal environment to
pump.
We also visited the lactation
room in the Center for Clinical
Services, located in Lot 60. The
space provided basic essentials for pumping, including a
table, chair, electric outlet, and
was clean. While clinic staff
were very accommodating
and aware of the lactation policies, use of the space presents
its own set of obstacles.
After 3 trial runs, we found
the average amount of time
needed for transportation to
and from University Hall,
pumping, and clean-up to be 1
hour. If a woman has class elsewhere on campus, this time
could increase. Even though
the room was adequate, due
to the time needed to access it,
it was not a reasonable option
for a woman who has multiple classes or activities on the
main campus.
Our experience was echoed
by several students and staff
who have attempted to pump
on campus. Seguinot noted,
“I emailed the Women’s Caucus in reference to a lactation
room and received no response. I proceeded to contact
the Health Center and Human
Resources, left voicemails for
both offices, yet received no
response.”
For the first several days of
the spring 2017 semester, Seguinot was forced to manually
pump in her car, a situation
she described as “uncomfortable.”
Further, a 2015 study by Dr.
Lauren Dinour at Montclair

State University notes that a
lack of conveniently-located
lactation spaces—sometimes
requiring women to spend an
hour accessing and using—are
a barrier to pumping on campus.
Seguinot eventually found
space, but not by following
campus policy. “It wasn’t until
I contacted the Women’s Center that I was finally able to get
information and access to a
lactation room [in the Student
Center],” she said.
This room, however, is not
highlighted on the Montclair
State website, a flaw Cindy
Meneghin, director of Student
Communications, recognizes.
As the Chair of the President’s
Commission on Affirmative
Action, Equal Opportunity
and Diversity, Meneghin and
her colleagues have advocated
for improved lactation policies
on campus and are currently
working toward change.
Meneghin’s team has identified several spaces throughout
campus to be converted into
lactation rooms. All rooms
will have comfortable furniture, a sink and the ability to
lock from the inside. Additionally, women will not have to
send requests through email
to reserve space. All rooms
will be accessible via 25 Live, a
web-enabled scheduling tool.
Mothers will be able to reserve
space at the time and location most convenient for them
without advance approval.
Meneghin and her colleagues plan to unveil these
newly remodeled locations in
the coming weeks. Ultimately,
Meneghin pictures a campus
that provides care rooms in
every other building, accessible to faculty, staff, students
and visitors.
Meneghin and her team are
not alone in their concern. Dr.
Tamara Lucas, Dean of the
College of Education and Human Services, is also conscious
of the need for improvement.
Before the semester ends, she
plans to remodel an existing
office on University Hall’s
third floor into a care room for
new mothers. Unlike the current campus policy, Dean Lucas intends to make the room
available beyond the weekday-only, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
parameters.
As Seguinot states, “The university recognizing this population will encourage mothers
to enroll in classes without
sacrificing their ability to nurture their baby. Providing information and having rooms
readily available is a key factor
in improving already existing
accommodations.”

Care Room in The Center for Clinical Services. Dana Jarvis| The Montclarion

Care Room in Richardson Hall.

Dana Jarvis| The Montclarion
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Winter Storm Stella Hits Hard

Campus Closes for a Second Time This Semester
Alexandra Clark
Assistant News Editor
Montclair State University
was closed on Tuesday March
14 due to the snow storm that
called for up to 24 inches of
snow. While the storm didn’t
live up to the forecasts in
terms of snow accumulation,
the strong winds and threat
of black ice on the roads still
posed a threat as the storm
progressed.
The wind and freezing
rain didn’t make for the most
favorable sledding or snowman building conditions but
a few students bundled up to
go to the student center quad
to play football in the snow.
However, most students on
campus stayed safe and warm
inside during their snow day
spending time with friends,
catching up on homework or
planning movie nights.
This is the second time the
university has closed during
the academic school year after
receiving backlash for not closing in 2015 when New Jersey
was in a state of emergency. In
regards to the university’s history of remaining open during
inclement weather, Washington said she thought Montclair
State couldn’t avoid the warnings for this week’s storm.
“I was very surprised,” Sarah Washington, a junior family
and child studies major, said
of the university’s decision to
close on Tuesday. “They usually don’t [close] unless it’s in

Montclair State University sent out an alert at 4 p.m. on Monday letting students know classes were cancelled.

the middle of a blizzard.”
Governor Chris Christie
declared a state of emergency
in New Jersey on Monday
night. The weather conditions were severe with heavy
snowfall since Monday night
and strong winds as well as
freezing rain which led to accumulating ice and the threat
of power outages.
Kathleen Ragan, the Associate Vice President for Student
Development and Campus
Life, said 600 boxed meals and
bottled waters were delivered
to Sinatra Hall on Monday

night in preparation for the
storm.
According to Vice President
of University Facilities Shawn
Connolly the storm didn’t
bring the amount of snow they
expected but clearing the snow
had its challenges. The snow
and sleet that came down on
Tuesday was extremely heavy
which caused a lack of visibility for those clearing the snow.
At some points, the visibility
was so bad that the environment became too dangerous
and they had to pull people off
the roads.

On Monday night, Connolly’s staff was on site by 3 p.m.
prepping for the impending
storm and plows were operational by 5 a.m. on Tuesday
through midnight. There was
a pole down which caused a
loss of PSE&G power but the
campus remained operational.
Captain Kieran Barrett of
the Montclair State Police Department said they had no
reported accidents. Flurries
started accumulating around
10 p.m. Monday night and
proceeded to get more serious
overnight.

Alex Gamboa| The Montclarion

Along with the snow day on
Tuesday, classes on Wednesday were on a delay according
to a campus alert sent by the
university and would be on a
normal schedule starting at 10
a.m.
“The staff along with the
student workers worked late
into the evening to ensure
we would be able to open
[Wednesday],” Connolly said.
“A difficult job well done.”

The New School of Communication

Partial Roof Damage Over Spring Break Adds
to the Cause of Delays in Construction Schedule

So far, the building has three available studios open for use.

Fiorella Medina
Chief Copy Editor
The new School of Communication and Media building,
which has been under construction since 2015 and was
originally set to open at the
end of December 2016, is now
going to open officially in June
of this year.
“The original delay had to
do with excavating for the
building’s footings,” said
Shawn Connolly, vice president of University Facilities.
The workers discovered
several buried utilities abandoned in a place not noted on
their maps. The delay of the
new building continued because the employees had to
work around the buried utilities before they proceeded any
further.
“This is not uncommon in
a 100-year-old campus,” said
Connolly.
Not only did the construction take extra time because

of the buried utilities, but also
due to the high-end technology that was provided as a result of the university’s recent
partnership with Sony. The
equipment came exactly at the
time they began construction,
and incorporating Sony’s 4K
and high-definition technology into the project design
came with its own set of challenges because the construction team had never worked
with technology of this type.
In order to ensure the best
final product, the contractors
were very careful in this part
of construction, which slowed
the progress of the building.
Over spring break, another
issue delayed progress. Last
Wednesday, the roof on an
old portion of the building
was lifted. High wind gusts
caused the roof to de-laminate
from the substrate, tearing
the membrane and eventually
allowing water to enter the
building. The area that was
affected was the control room

Jessica D’Onofrio| The Montclarion
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for one of the completed studios. The studio is being controlled now from a temporary
location while repairs are being made.
Although the delay of construction has made plenty of
students anxiously wait to use
the building, the acting, dance
and performance studios and
Production Studio B are all
complete.
Toni Blockburger, a freshman dance major who used
the new dance studios, said,
“I like the new ones. It sets the
environment, the older ones
have poles in them and holes,
and this one’s better for bigger
classes and space for dancing.”
However, Julissa Espino, a
sophomore physical education
major with a minor in dance,
said the new studios are nice,
but she is upset that some of
the dance studios are going to
be taken away to make room
for other programs despite the
overpopulation in the dance

community on campus.
When completed, The School
of Communication and Media
will unite Morehead and Life
halls into one building.
Connolly said, “The con-

tractor is in the final stages of
construction, and Sony is right
behind them with the technology.”

There is a control room accompanying Jessica D’Onofrio| The Montclarion
each studio.
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Founder of Graphic Design
Program Says Removal of his
Fundamentals Course is 'a Mistake'

Dr. Martin Greenwald sits in his office where he has jazz music playing in the background and walls covered with picture frames.

Jennifer Leon | The Montclarion

Jennifer Leon
Contributing Writer
Jazz music is playing on a
low volume while the clicking
of a mouse can be heard from
outside the small office. There
are frames on the walls with
photos of Corvette and Mustang cars alongside photos of
scuba diving trips in the Southern Caribbean and Western Europe.
With a total of 45 years of
teaching at Montclair State University, Greenwald admits that
he first aspired to be a musician,
then a dentist. Greenwald attended the High School of Music and Arts in New York City
and has a strong background
with classical piano.
“I wasn’t good enough. I
loved music, but I knew I’d
never be as good as the greats
so that’s why I listen to jazz so
much. I rather hear them make
good music. But I did learn that
I was good with my hands—I
can’t draw but I can fix things,”
said Greenwald, who listens to
jazz and blues all day on Pandora, and credits his father,
who played the trumpet, with
exposing him to music.
Greenwald earned a B.A in
biochemistry from New York
University (NYU) in 1964 and
then realized he did not want to
become a dentist. He later got a
B.S. and M.S. in technology education from the City College of
New York (CCNY) in 1967 after
an off-handed conversation
with his parents at a diner.
“Growing up to me is, you do
things that you don’t particularly want to do and [deal] with
the realities thrown at you, but
I would do it all over exactly
again,” said Greenwald, whose
mother suggested he pursue industrial design.
Similar to many young college students, Greenwald felt
like he was capable of so much
more, and by 1972, Greenwald
obtained an Ed.D. in vocational
education and media technol-

“I feel bad for students who
don’t get to experience this
class... If this class isn’t here,
how will someone be able to
determine if graphic design is
for them or not?”
- Jerry Detoro,
graphic design student
at Montclair State
ogy from NYU. Greenwald
then became a faculty member
at Montclair State focusing on
graphic arts and alternate energy conversion technology.
Jerry Detoro, a graphic design student at Montclair State,
is completely impressed by the
program, and said that while
his major can be challenging,
he appreciates the way Greenwald is laid-back and makes the
work seem less difficult.
“I feel bad for students who
don’t get to experience this
class," Detoro said. "I took this
class to understand my major a
little better, and if this class isn’t
here, how will someone be able
to determine if graphic design
is for them or not?”
Greenwald is currently teach-

ing the fundamentals of Adobe
Creative Suite, a course that
will no longer be taught after
the 2017 spring semester.
Greenwald, who has taught
this course for the last 15 years,
says that the course helps develop skills. In the course, he
teaches tutorial-based classes
on the use of Adobe Illustrator
CS, InDesign CS, and Adobe
Photoshop CS. Greenwald said
that once the students become
familiar with the program, it
becomes easier for them to get
creative.
“I think it’s a mistake," Greenwald, who built the Graphic
Design program with John Luttropp at Montclair State University, said of the elimination
of his class. "The class that re-

places ARGD 211 will take on a
more general approach, whereas design needs to be more integrated with software. I approach learning the software
as a skill. They want to use the
integrated approach, but I don’t
think that will be effective. But
that is their determination, so
it's fine.”
Luttropp could not be reached
for comment.
Student Elisa Elias, a fine arts
major with a concentration in
drawing, said that she is currently taking Greenwald’s fundamentals of Adobe Creative
Suite because she found herself
interested in knowing more
about graphic design. While
the course is not a requirement
for Elias, she enjoys the way

the course is taught at a pace
that allows students to express
themselves creatively and freely.
“I don’t have to rush my work.
I feel like that’s my favorite part
because I’m able to do the best I
can. It’s good too because I can
put the work that I do in this
class in my portfolio.”
Sara Borst, a fashion studies student, chimed in as Elias
spoke about how much the class
benefited her computer skills.
She said, “I agree. I don’t need
this class as a requirement either, but I’m here because every
time I applied for internships, I
was expected to know how to
use Photoshop and Illustrator.
This class does just that for me,
plus he’s really nice to us.”
Greenwald walked toward
a bookshelf that has 13 textbooks written by him ranging
from design and installation of
solar and alternate energy conversion systems to residential
heating system technology to
graphic design and communication technology. He has even
authored an interactive CD and
text on tropical forests.
Greenwald admits that he
feels as though he has the best
job in the world because he is
surrounded with smart, young
and talented people all day. He
is proud of the success of the
program and loves knowing
that his and Luttropp’s hard
work paid off when students
come back with the news that
they have landed their dream
jobs out of college.
“It's great to be here. It’s a fun
place to be. Some could say I’ve
never grown up,” said Greenwald as he began to talk about
his cat named Q-tip.
Greenwald announced to his
class that they would be the last
group taking the fundamentals
of Adobe Creative Suite course.
The class shouted, "Why?" in
unison.
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Mad Style at Montclair State:
A Fashion Column By Carlie Madlinger

Nicole Faktorovich shows her various vintage jewelry.

Photo Courtesy of Robery Lanneci's instgram.

Montclair State student Nicole Faktorovich enjoys putting
several coats of mascara on her eyelashes.

These Vince Camuto booties are essential for an edgy outfit and walking on campus.

While bracing the wind at
Montclair State, I noticed this
distinct army green coat leaving the L. Howard Fox Studio
Theater. Underneath the furtrimmed hood was none other
than Nicole Faktorovich.
“Fashion and beauty is something that has kept me sane and
happy," said Faktorovich. "It
isn’t something that defines me,
but is a way I can express myself every single day. I love how
I can always do something different, whether it is on my face
or on my body. Doing makeup
or dressing up is something that
has calmed me and shown my
artistry; it’s my happy place.”
The senior, majoring in business administration with a
concentration in international
business, was unsure of what
she wanted to pursue when she
first began her studies at Montclair State. However, Faktorovich had a revelation: “I picked
the major that I thought would

be the most practical. I thought,
why not business? Traveling
and exploring the world is also
a passion of mine. I speak Russian fluently as well as some
Spanish.”
Thinking of the long term,
Faktorovich realized this degree would provide her with a
plethora of opportunities.
“Beauty is definitely a field I
would like to pursue," she said.
"A business degree is great to
have to pursue a career and
help to better understand this
multi-billion-dollar industry.
My dream is to one day create
my own cosmetics company.”
This adoration for makeup
and fashion has been growing
since Faktorovich was a little
girl.
“I have been playing dress up
and painting my face at the earliest age I can remember," she
said. "I used to take my mother’s makeup when I was younger and put it on and hide it from

my parents so they wouldn’t see
me. Now, I still look forward to
doing my makeup every day.”
Faktorovich finds that her
fashion and makeup styles always change, but her fashion
favorites tend to be edgy, and
consist of a lot of black.
“It’s bold and stands out,
which is how I want to be," Faktorovich said. "I like to try new
things and that is always being
shown on my body or face by
what I’m wearing. I have grown
to be a confident person and my
style [and] makeup shows that
because I am not afraid to wear
unusual looks. I like to look different than everyone else. I also
like to set trends, not follow
them.”
For makeup, Faktorovich said,
“I have the same skin routine
which is a very full-coverage
look with contour, highlight,
blush, etc. If I have a base on and
don’t have time for full-out look,
I will always have on some mas-

cara and a lipstick or gloss.
“I love eyelashes, so several
coats of mascara are necessary.
I also love the look of full lips so
lipstick is probably my favorite
product to apply. When I’m
wearing makeup, I feel naked
without something on my lips.
I think I have over 60 different
lip products. For my eye looks,
I usually go for warm-toned
colors with a winged liner and
full lashes.”
Faktorovich expressed her
reasoning for putting together
this look: “I always have loved
black. It’s my favorite color
(and blue). Cropped cigarette
pants, especially jeans, are a
favorite of mine right now.
My ankles are cold, but it’s
cute right? Plus it gives me the
chance to show off my booties.
I have a shoe problem.
“I love pairing the tight pants
with a bigger top like a t-shirt
or a sweater. It balances the
look. Also having a full-face of

makeup on with casual clothing gives me comfort while still
feeling put-together.”
This ensemble is ideal, especially for a day full of classes
at Montclair State. Winter can
be a tough time for students
to express their individualized style, however, this season
doesn't faze fashionista Faktorovich.
With a passion and unique
style for both fashion and beauty, Faktorovich advises Montclair State students to “try out
new things." She continued,
"You could be surprised on
what you end up liking. Also,
don’t be scared you can’t 'pull
something off.' You can wear
whatever you want, and you
decide whether or not it looks
good on you, not everyone
else.”

Mad Style Advice
Carlie: What is a trend you love? A trend you hate?
Nicole: Makeup-wise, liquid lipsticks are amazing. The all-day wear and color is great for someone on the go who doesn’t want to constantly reapply. I also love highlighting. I will literally be
glowing across the room. I can’t say I hate any makeup trend, because it is not my place to judge
what anyone else puts on their face.
Fashion-wise, velvet clothing, lace-up tops and chokers are a trend I’m really into right now. I
can’t say I hate any trend in fashion either. I like to let people dress how they want.
Carlie: What is a must-have in your closet?
Nicole: I need black leather shoes, a jacket and bag. I love black and I love leather—can you tell?
I think it’s really important to have good quality jackets, bags and shoes. If I am wearing them
frequently, I want them to last.
I like to have a few pairs of nice denim too. What’s the point of buying bad quality if it won’t
even make it through the season? I’ll wear those signature pieces that I invested in for many
years to come. Some fashion is an investment. Things like t-shirts—I can get them anywhere.

Photos by Carlie Madlinger
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A Day in the Life of a
Campus Crossing Guard

Unsung Heroes of Montclair State University
A series featuring stories about people within the university community whose jobs are unusual and often go unnoticed

Mario Papa, a sophomore majoring in television and digital media, prepares for work as a crossing guard.

A. Natoli
Contributing Writer
In November, the clocks
"fell back," marking the start
of daylight saving time. That
meant at 5:30 p.m., it was
dark. Without the sunlight, it
wasn't only dark, it was cold.
Mario Papa wears a yellow
wool hat pulled down closely
over his ears and a yellow
safety vest given to him by the
Montclair State police department. He was told that insulated gloves are on order. For
now, he uses his own.
It's 3:20 p.m. and sunlight
is still ricocheting its warmth
off the garage and surrounding concrete buildings. In 10
minutes, he will begin his two
hour shift as a campus crossing
guard.
His primary responsibility
as a crossing guard is to keep
pedestrians safe by easing the
flow of traffic along Yogi Berra
Drive.
"[Police] tell us, count 10 to
15 cars," he said, "then stop
traffic."
The campus crossing guard
program is under the direction
of the University Police Department. It began as a safety
initiative in December 2015
and began its first full year of
operation in September 2016.
An earlier article in The
Montclarion reported that "the
Crossing Guard position is a
non-sworn, civilian position
and shall not have any law enforcement powers. The crossing guard shall be under the
supervision and direction of

the Chief of Police and shall be
trained."
That was the job Papa, a
sophomore majoring in television and digital media, applied
for. Since September, he has
worked for six hours a week at
$10 an hour.
Normally, he and his partner are stationed at the corner
of CarParc Diem on Yogi Berra
Drive. He stands in front of the
parking garage and his partner
directly across, on the opposite
side of the street.
Not today. His partner called
out, so Papa is working alone.
He is quick to say he doesn't
mind. He enjoys the work.
Luckily for Papa, there is
very little pedestrian or vehicle
traffic for the first half hour.
"Probably due to students going home for the [weekend]," he
said.
At around 4 p.m., the traffic started to pick up. It is not
always possible to keep traffic
within the crosswalks. After
the 4 p.m. hour, more students
crossed outside of the crosswalk on the approach to CarParc Diem.
"When there is a decent
enough gap, then I'll decide to
stop [pedestrians] and let the
traffic flow,” said Papa. "Sometimes people walk outside of
the crosswalk. There is nothing
you can do about it. As long as
they cross when you say it's ok
to go, it's alright."
Other pedestrians do not listen. Not listening to the crossing guard is a potential safety
hazard. On occasion, the pedestrians are halfway across the
street and the traffic is moving.

A.Natoli | The Montclarion

Mario Papa helps protect a pedestrian at the crossing outside the CarpParc Diem.

"There is always going to be
people like that," Papa said.
"One woman was getting ready
to cross and I literally threw
my arm out to prevent her from
crossing the street."
Papa went on to explain that
sometimes the cars don't see you.
He wears the yellow safety gear,
so he feels confident the drivers
should see him after the sun goes
down, whether or not they turn
on their headlights.
"There are people who are always on their phones while driving. They don't pay attention to
the traffic," Papa said.
He noticed some drivers have
the phone in their hand, or on
their lap, so when he beckons
them onward, they don't see

him and traffic begins to back
up. When drivers look up, then
they speed up.
Pedestrians at the curb start to
get restless. There is no recourse
but to clear up the traffic.
Student Naya Hodge said,
"I prefer the crossing guards,
because they force the cars to
stop."
"I think [having] crossing
guards is a good idea," said
Archana Prasad, a first year
graduate student.
Yet, not everyone respects
the crossing guards. Some drivers use the middle of the crosswalk as a drop-off site. The
crossing guard can't cross pedestrians while a vehicle is in
the crosswalk.

A.Natoli | The Montclarion

"That bothers me," said Papa.
Despite the challenges the
job poses, Papa likes his job
and the comradery he and his
co-workers share.
"Mario is my favorite coworker," Asyra Muchison, a
senior psychology major, said
with a huge grin on her face.
"I like working with him so
much."
"The more you work it," said
Papa, "the more you see the
same people."
Papa greets pedestrians with
a, "Good Morning," or "Have a
good day," or "Drive safely."
He said, "It may actually
make them feel good about
themselves. That's how I see
it."
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Nutrition Labels:
Know What You're Eating
Rebecca Yellin
Contributing Writer

Reading the ingredient list
on food labels can be a simple
way to start choosing healthier
foods.
The nutrition facts label is
a resource on all food packages
used to see if a food product is
healthy or unhealthy. Whether
in a health class or from an article online, you have probably
learned by now that you are
supposed to read the serving
size, calories, macronutrients
(including
carbohydrates),
protein, fat and micronutrients,
like vitamins and minerals.
Upon your next time grocery
or convenience store shopping,
you might have tried to use
these guidelines before ultimately getting very confused.
Deciphering the numbers and
daily value percentages can
become daunting. Although
the nutrition facts label has its
place of importance, consumers have disconnected from
what they are actually eating:
food. The ingredient list on the
food label is a great resource
for making easier and healthier purchases. Following these
three tips the next time you
buy food can assist in making
healthier decisions.
1. One tip to keep in mind
is that ingredients are listed
by weight. The first ingredient listed is the one that is used
in the largest quantity in the
product. If the first ingredient
listed is corn syrup, that means
it is the most abundant ingredient. It is best to stay away
from products that list sugars,
hydrogenated oils or refined
grains in the first few ingredients. If the first few ingredients
are whole foods or a food you
recognize as healthy, this is
a safer bet. However, it is important not only to pay atten-

tion to the first ingredient, but
to the rest of the ingredients
listed. For example, a granola
bar whose first few ingredients
are whole grain rolled oats, chia
seeds and almonds would be a
better choice than a granola bar
whose first few ingredients are
whole grain rolled oats, brown
sugar and corn syrup.
2. The second tip is to shop
for foods with short ingredient
lists. When an ingredient list
has many items, it may be more
processed and full of food additives and preservatives. Highly
processed foods have been
linked with lower nutritional
quality. Choosing a food product with a shorter ingredient
list can help steer you toward
a healthier option. One healthier granola bar option would
be the brand RXBAR, whose
apple cinnamon bar contains
only seven ingredients, including dates, egg whites, almonds,
cashews, apples, cinnamon and
natural apple flavor.
3. Another important tip to
have on file when reading the
ingredient list is to avoid foods
with added sugar. Added sugars are correlated with diabetes,
heart disease and obesity. Sugar
hides itself in different forms
and names in the ingredients
list. Some other names of sugars
are cane juice, evaporated cane
juice, invert sugar and rice syrup, among many others. A food
item may even contain multiple
forms of sugar under different
names in the ingredient list. The
lesser amount of sugar listed in
the ingredients label will also be
a healthier option.
The nutrition facts label provides important information
about serving sizes, total calories, percent daily values and
whether a food product is high

Reading nutrition labels is a great way to determine if a food product is
healthy or not.

in saturated fat, added sugars
or sodium. Nonetheless, the ingredient list is a wonderful resource to utilize. Not only is it
simpler to read the ingredients
list to compare the healthful-

ness of a product, but also, reading the ingredient list with these
three tools at hand can lead to
healthier outcomes.
As Hippocrates said, “Let food
be thy medicine and medicine be

Rebecca Yellin | The Montclarion
thy food.”
When we pay attention to the
food ingredients that go into
our bodies, we are ultimately
bridging the gap between food
and health.

Contact montclarionfeature@gmail.com for more information.
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Help Wanted

Classifieds
Help Wanted

CLASSIFIEDS
Looking for After-School Help? Babysitters? Part-Timers? Place your
Classified Ad right here in The Montclarion. Low one-time Rate &
Extended exposure. Proven Results. Book your classified NOW! For
info Email: MontclarionAdSales@gmail.com or call Don Spielvogel
(973) 655-5237 or (215) 860-5533

SEEKING EXPERIENCED BARISTA & COUNTER-PERSON, MONTCLAIR
2 openings for new local Montclair coffee shop. Please send an Email with
interest & qualifications to: Localcoffeemontclair@gmail.com, and/or call
Robert:
(917) 406-0464.

CHILDCARE / DRIVER NEEDED FOR UPPER MONTCLAIR
FAMILY
Seeking a responsible, reliable person to pick up two (busy!) middle
school children from school in Montclair, and drive them to their
various sports and lessons, walk our friendly Labrador, and help with
errands. Must have reliable car, good driving record, and strong references. Nonsmoking home. Can be for 1, 2 or 3 afternoons a week,
2:30pm to approx. 7pm. Email: Judigermano@gmail.com

TEACHING FELLOWSHIP AVAILABLE, WOODROW WILSON
NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
If you love science or math, help kids learn to love it too.
Apply here: Woodrow.org/STEM

$15-20 / HR, BEFORE or AFTER SCHOOL, DRIVING SITTER,
LIVINGSTON
Seeking responsible care for two children (age 3 & 6). Monday to
Friday, 7:00 am-9:00 am to assist with breakfast, light clean-up & getting the kids to school. On some workday afternoons, we may need
someone from 3:30 – 5:30 pm to pick-up from school, light snacks,
homework assist, driving to local sports & supervision of play. Must
have own car with a clean driving record. Experience preferred & a
reference(s) required.
Email: yihongzhu@live.com or text: (973) 520-6980.
EARN $$$; START BUILDING YOUR SUCCESSFUL CAREER
NOW!
Make $$$. Use your social media & marketing skills to attract people
to career success courses & coaching. Earn a commission & experience. Send Resume and Cover Letter to: coachnancy@getyourselfstarted.com. Courses include How to Gain Valuable Experience
from Internships, Transitioning from Graduate to Professional,
Getting Ahead of the Competition, and Staying Sane While Being an
Alzheimer’s Caregiver for a Parent or Grandparent.
See www.GetYourselfStarted.com. Makes a great graduation gift from
the parents!
$15-20 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL BABY SITTER FOR 12 & 10 YR
OLD, MONTCLAIR
Montclair family is seeking a reliable after-school nanny / sitter –
3:00-8:00 PM (some flexibility). Job includes picking up kids from
school and/or driving to activities or play dates, meal planning and
preparation for kids, keeping kitchen clean, helping kids with homework & doing their chores,light kid laundry. May include occasional
errands related to kids, scheduling play dates, etc. Need own car with
clean driving record. Looking for someone who is well organized,
responsible and fun.
Start: ASAP Email: Bigb@siteny.com
MAKE EXTRA MONEY, MONTCLAIR
Looking to Make EXTRA $$$ No Base, great commissions. Connect
us with new potential companies wanting Tech Service & Solutions.
Interested?
Send Resume & Cover Letter to:
Earnextracash@jmor.com.
LOOKING FOR INTERNS, PAID & UNPAID, MONTCLAIR
Looking for paid & unpaid Interns to do Social Media Marketing!
And office mailings. If interested send Cover Letter and Resume to
Internships@Jmor.com.
DATE NIGHT/AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER NEEDED, UPPER
MONTCLAIR
Seeking an occasional sitter for my 11-year-old son, especially
Saturday evenings (usually 6-8:30) and some weekdays (flexible)
after school (starting around 2:30). I’d love to find someone upbeat
& fun who has experience in education / working with kids with
special needs. Also, my son adores video games & creating computer
animation, so an interest in those things is a plus! Must be comfortable
with cats & dogs and strong enough to walk our sweet (and strong)
French bulldog.
Please contact me at vanessavozar@gmail.com.

ART STUDENTS! WHO’D LIKE TO DO A PAID INTERNSHIP WITH
A RENOWNED ARTIST?, MONTCLAIR
Looking for a student of the Fine Arts to assist in the home studio & warehouse of an artist, author, playwright, filmmaker relocating from NYC to
Montclair. Schedule is flexible, but looking for availability approx. 15 hours
/ week. Salary is negotiable. Duties would include photographing & cataloguing paintings, computer work , transcribing scripts, assisting in studio,
and in production of digital interview show. Must be tech savvy (Mac),
personable, efficient and have a passion for the arts! Start date August 1st.
Please forward resume and cover to info@modat.tv and please use “JRP
JOB” in subject line.
$15 / HR, P/T BABYSITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We’re looking for a part-time babysitter for our 20-month-old son. Ideal
hours are 3 to 6 pm, Mon-Thurs. Start ASAP. Looking for a fun & energetic
person to play with my son while I run errands, etc. Must be able to provide own transportation. Education Major a big plus. If interested, please
email Ashley:
Ashley.A.Owen@gmail.com.
SEEKING EDUCATION STUDENT, P/T SITTER, MONTCLAIR
Want to pick a seasoned teacher’s brain while caring for her children in her
home? Energetic, sensible, and pretty fun sitter needed for part time work.
No driving required, but must provide own transportation to & from the
house. We are within walking distance of the Train. Guaranteed 10 hours a
week but may be more as agreed upon.
Email: Laurenq.Griffin@gmail.com.
$15/HR, AFTER PRESCHOOL & EARLY EVENING CHILD CARE,
BLOOMFIELD
Monday to Friday; 2.30 to 5.30 pm, Start Date: Immediate. Looking for
energetic, flexible and upbeat person to take care of our three-year old
daughter and help out with light housekeeping. Days and time can be flexible for the right person. Some late evenings – ending at 8.30pm – would
be necessary after January. Two important requirements: 1. Must have
clean driving record and own transport to pick up child from preschool in
Montclair; and 2. Must enjoy being with a child, and know how to be super
engaging, loving and alert with a three-year old. If interested please email
Lauhona:
Lauhonaganguly@gmail.com.
$20 / HR TUTOR NEEDED, NORTH BERGEN
Looking for a tutor, for my 13 year old daughter in 8th grade. Wonderful
personality very easy going. Proficiency in math and science preferred.
Start ASAP. Hours are flexible, and travel to North Bergen on River Road
may be necessary, however all is workable, including days of week or
weekends. Twice a week or three times a week, whatever works best. At
least 2 hours to 3 each session.
Email: Flopezca@yahoo.com.
PART TIME RECEPTIONIST/TECHNICIAN NEEDED, CLIFTON
NJ Eyes in Clifton is looking for a friendly, outgoing, quick learner to work
part time in our Optometrist Office. Evenings & Saturday hours a must.
Optical sales and help will be needed also. $10 an hour. Email resume to:
Info@newjerseyeyes.com or call: (973) 777-9296.

P/T CHILDCARE, VERONA
We are a warm and friendly family living in Verona and seeking childcare
for our sweet 1 year old boy. We occasionally need help with our 5 & 7 year
old children as well. Hours are flexible but we need a consistent, regular
schedule with 3-4 hour blocks starting in January. Need occasional help in
December too. You must be comfortable engaging children and you must
be reliable and on time. Please email me your availability and a little about
$120.00 / WK, AFTER-SCHOOL DRIVER NEEDED, MONTCLAIR yourself if interested.
Email: Marshahabib@gmail.com.
After-school driver needed for our 2 children, ages 13 & 15. $120 /
week – All driving is local – to and from activities, some of which
change weekly. Must have own car and clean driving record, be super $15-20 / HR, MOTHER’S HELPER / OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER,
UPPER MONTCLAIR
responsible and flexible. Driving needed for entire school year. If
Seeking energetic & reliable person with a flexible schedule to help care
interested, please email: abramsliza@gmail.com
for our 8 month old daughter. The position would begin immediately and
would entail watching her in our home while I am there. We would need
AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, MONTCLAIR
someone 2-3 days a week for approx. 3-5 hours a day. There will also be
After school sitter needed starting mid-Sept for our 10 year-old
occasional overnight help needed. Start: ASAP! Experience with infants
daughter. Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri, 3-6 pm. Responsibilities include:
School pick up, light help with homework, prepare dinner, and drive and references required. Education Major a plus!
Email resume to: Greta.veledevilla@gmail.com.
(incl. carpool) to gymnastics practice in Woodland Park. Sitter must
have own car and clean driving record. If interested, please email:
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
Edinajung@gmail.com.
We’re looking for an after-school sitter Monday–Friday 3 – 6:30pm / Can
be 4 days a week for the right candidate. Responsibilities include, picking
AFTERNOON SITTER, GLEN RIDGE
We are seeking an afternoon sitter 3 days/week, Tuesday, Thursday up kids from school, helping with homework and driving them to their
and Friday from 3:00 – 6:00 pm. We have three children, 11, 8, 4 and a after-school activities. Must be “dog friendly”. Two kids, 8 & 6 years old.
Email: ceng01@gmail.com
dog. Sitter must be able to drive & have a clean driving record.
Afternoons will consist of homework help, driving to activities, occasional playdates and tidying up. If you are interested, please email: $15 / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL & EARLY EVENING CHILD CARE,
MONTCLAIR
Lonergana@gtlaw.com.
Monday- Thursday, 2 – 6:30 pm, Start date – ASAP…
Looking for energetic, flexible and upbeat person to manage my house in
$200 / WEEK AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, MONTCLAIR
the afternoons. Three great kids (middle school & high school) who need
Seeking an After-School Sitter Beginning 9/12, Mon, Wed, Thurs,
3-6 pm w / flexibility. Responsibilities include: Receiving 10 year-old meals & driving to practices & other activities. Household duties include
laundry and light housekeeping. Located in convenient part of Montclair.
from school van that drops at our home, Overseeing homework,
Occasional driving to after school activities for 10 year-old & siblings, Promise – you will love the kids! If interested, please call or text Nancy at
(973) 757-5554.
17 & 14. Walking distance to MSU. Good opportunity for education
students interested in working with children with learning disabilities.
$15 / HR, BABYSITTER, MONTCLAIR
Email: Pamelagoldsteen@gmail.com.
Looking for a reliable, responsible & energetic sitter for our 21 month-old
$200.00 / WK – AFTER SCHOOL BABYSITTER NEEDED, MONT- son. Two afternoons per week (days flexible) while we are home, and
potential for other occasional days & nights. Experience with infants
CLAIR
Need an after school sitter starting Sept. 13 for our three children ages & toddlers a must. Immediate start. Please email your information to:
3-1/2 – 5. Tues – Thurs, 3-6 pm. You will drive our minivan to pick Lauren1039@mac.com.
them up from school. Looking for someone very reliable.
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, LIVINGSTON
Please email: kgrayrock@gmail.com. $200 per week.
We’re looking for an after-school sitter for our 2 kids (8 &11) Monday–
LOCAL WRITER SEEKS WEBSITE DESIGN HELP, WOODLAND Friday 2:30 – 6 pm starting in January. Responsibilities include: Picking
up kids from school, Helping with homework & driving them to their
PARK
Looking for a student with website design experience to help me up- after-school activities. Sitter must have own car and clean driving record.
date my WordPress author site. Fees negotiable. After an initial meet- To apply or for more information,
ing most of this work can be done via email exchanges. I’m located in Email: jnightnyc@yahoo.com.
Woodland Park, just 5 minutes from campus, but am willing to meet
WAITER / WAITRESS POSITION, VERONA
wherever is convenient. If interested, please email me at
Zaferon Grill, a new American Bistro located in Verona, NJ is seeking qualisharonmccloskey1@gmail.com and include references, sample work
fied Waiters or Waitresses to join our small professional team, working
and resume.
with up-market clientele in a friendly environment. This can be a full-time
P/T SITTER/HOMEWORK HELP FOR TEENS, AFTER SCHOOL, or a part-time position Monday-Sunday. If you have 2 years of experience,
great work ethics, excellent communication skills, positive attitude and
MONTCLAIR
professional approach, we would love to receive your resume at:
Looking for a smart, reliable, fun after-school sitter for our two teens
(13 & 15). We need someone Mon– Fri from around 3-5:30 (hours can snelson@zaferon.com.
be a bit flexible) to drive them to & from various after-school activities
$15-$20 / HR, P/T BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR NORTH CALDWELL
/ appointments. You will also need to help motivate the 8th grader
with attention issues to do his homework. Exp. w /algebra, and other FAMILY, ASAP!
middle school subjects a big plus. We are 5 minutes from MSU & have Perfect job for earning extra cash before your classes even start for the day!
a third floor living area we would exchange for childcare. We will also Looking for a responsible, energetic & reliable babysitter for our two great
pay hourly or some combination, if that’s your preference. References boys, ages 7 & 4. Hours are 7:30 am – 9 am on Tuesday & Thursday mornand experience required. Will exchange for room/third floor of house, ings. Responsibilities include: Helping the children get dressed, brush
teeth, preparing breakfast & driving them to school (North Caldwell &
or hourly pay! Close to MSU.
Caldwell). Must have experience with children. Please call or text Allison
Please email me at KerriHK@yahoo.com.
if interested: (917) 902-4124.

Help Wanted
$15-$20 / HR RUSSIAN SPEAKING NANNY, MONTCLAIR (FLEXIBLE TERMS)
We are looking for a Russian speaking nanny who can look after our two
children in Montclair. Start date could be some time in January. We are
somewhat flexible about times / days / etc. and could consider full day
or part day (afternoons) 4 or 5 days a week, and possibly even live-in
(might suit a student). Children are 7 & 1. Responsibilities would include
collecting 7 y.o. from school, collecting 1 y.o. from childcare (if part-day),
looking after children at home – preparing their meals, feeding them,
playing with them, speaking Russian to them. Some light housework,
e.g. children’s laundry, helping them clean their rooms, put toys away,
etc. Optionally driving them to various things, e.g. ballet class. Would
also consider a housekeeper / nanny combination to do the above plus
some housework – cleaning / cooking / shopping / etc. Must have experience, references. Happy to consider student / young adult through to
older applicants. Email: mark.x.nelson@gmail.com or call (469) 907-9250.
$15+ / HR, AFTER-SCHOOL BABYSITTING, SHORT HILLS
Tuesday – Thursday, 2:30-5:30 pm and Friday 9:00am – 2:00pm, Start
date – ASAP. Looking for energetic, flexible & upbeat person to help
take care of our two adorable boys (ages 5 & 7). We will need someone
who will play with the kids, help with homework as well as drive to &
from school and to some after school activities (all locally). You will need
your own car & have a cleaning driving record. Located in convenient
part of Short Hills. Promise – you will not be sorry, they are the best! If
interested, please call Quinn:
(917) 414-2230.
BABYSITTER, VARIOUS HOURS, SHORT HILLS
We are looking for a responsible, friendly, fun, energetic babysitter for
our 6-year-old son. Responsibilities include pick-ups/drop-offs from
school & activities, play dates, meal preparation, homework help. Candidates must have their own car & insurance with a clean driving record.
Please be a fan of outdoor activities and games. Arts and crafts lovers are
strongly encouraged to apply! Hours needed range from 3 p.m. to 6 or 7
p.m. during the week.
Email Debbie: dmccarthy@KoboProductsInc.com.

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted/ For Rent
LEARN ARABIC (STANDARD & COLLOQUIAL) $19 / HR ,
FIRST HOUR FREE!
I want to help people learn a new language to find out the beauty of
different cultures around the world. Born in Egypt, I have a BA in
Economics,& a Graduate study in Economic Dev. from Alexandria
University, Egypt. I have been working in Sales & Marketing for
Minolta & ABdick Co. in Egypt, Saudi Arabia & Dubai, and I worked
with Kodak in the US for 17 years. Recently I got The (CCTAFL )
Certificate from AUC . Call / Text (862) 777-0832 or Email: Sabryrsoliman@gmail.com.
ROOM RENTALS & PARKING
SEEKING FEMALE GRAD STUDENT, MONTCLAIR
Seeking Female Graduate student to share house, 1 mile from University. Private Loft Bedroom, Lots of space, backyard, off street parking.
Avail.3/1/17. Small dog, cat O.K. $700 + utilities. Contact Donna:
(973) 714-5501 or dbrenner7295@gmail.com.
SAVE $$$ – ROOM RENTALS ACROSS FROM MSU
Female students: Summer and / or Fall Room Rentals 2016 school
year. Furnished – across from campus. Internet included. Singles or
shared. Available June & Sept. Call: (973) 778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, M-F. Only 3 mins. walk to MSU Bridge
& Shuttle! Call (973) 819-0334, Sun-Sat, 5am-8pm ONLY.
ROOM FOR RENT, MONTCLAIR
Wonderful attic room for rent on the 3rd level of a beautiful house in
Montclair. Close to downtown & 3 train stations. Great for Students!
We are a 4 person family and have parking & laundry included! Rent
is $920 with utilities and internet. Some furniture available if desired.
Please contact me at:
Moonbearxo@gmail.com.

Attention English Majors, English Graduate
Students, and Creative Writing Students:
The English Department is awarding over
$53,000 in scholarships and awards owing to
generous support from our alumni, emeriti,
friends, and their families.
Please apply online by Monday, April 3, 2017:
http://www.montclair.edu/chss/english/scholars
hips-awards/
Learn about even more reasons to become an
English major here:
http://www.montclair.edu/chss/english/careersmajor/
Learn about our Graduate Program here:
http://www.montclair.edu/chss/english/graduat
eprogramsofstudyrequirements/graduateprograms/

themontclarion.org
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Montclair State University Never Closes,
That Is, Until This Year
M

have been few and far between.
Yet, for the second time in 2017,
Montclair State was closed
on Tuesday due to a winter
storm. All classes and activities
were canceled and offices were
closed.
Monday morning, the university communicated to students,
faculty and staff that the decision to close campus would be
announced at 4 p.m. In years
past, students, faculty and staff
would wake up hoping to have
received a late-night alert, but

making these decisions earlier
put much of the Montclair State
community at ease, knowing
they would not have to worry
about traveling in the winter
weather. At 4 p.m., as promised
in the morning alert, everyone
was informed that campus
would be closed on Tuesday.
It may have taken years, but
Montclair State is finally beginning to effectively manage
campus closures due to winter
weather. While many students,
faculty and staff have their own

horror stories of traveling to
campus in the dead of winter,
it is easy to realize that massive
changes are taking place.
The university is setting clear
expectations by announcing a
time at which the decision to
close or not close will be made.
This lets everyone know when
to look out for the decision, and
more importantly, that the university is considering the options.
By announcing openings and
closures early, the university is

giving individuals ample time
to prepare. Those with children
can make arrangements and
professors can adjust their syllabi accordingly to ensure they
are able to get through all the
content of their courses.
It finally seems like Montclair
State University is beginning to
understand that there is a superior way to communicate closures. The campus community
can only hope that the university continues this practice in
the years to come.

Photo courtesy of montclair.edu

ontclair State is infamously known to New Jersey
college students as the university that never closes. In March
2015, the university remained
fully operational, despite Governor Chris Christie announcing a state of emergency in N.J.,
causing many professors to cancel classes and many students
to abandon their trek to campus
altogether.
While the university has had
snow days in the past, they

Montclair State University announces campus closure hours before snowfall begins.

Montclair State closes on Tuesday due to Winter Storm Stella.

Alex Gamboa| The Montclarion
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Scarlett Johansson and a Major Hollywood Problem
‘Ghost in the Shell’ undermines progress made by People Of Color

S

carlett Johansson is the
star in a live
action verVaniele Casimir sion of the
anime series
Asst. Opinion
“Ghost
in
Editor
the Shell.”
Her character as the complicated and distinctly tough Major, a
half-cyborg policewoman, ponders her identity as she hunts
down a hacker able to change
people’s identities. The role
falls in line with Johansson’s
usual action-centered roles and
should easily lend itself to furthering her career.
There is, however, already
dissent about another film featuring a non-Person of Color
(POC) actor in a POC role. As
of 2017, Hollywood has shown
a spike in diversity, featuring
films from different races, like
“Lion” and “Moonlight.” Yet,
Johansson’s role in “Ghost in
the Shell” nearly undermines
the progress they have made
thus far with its mostly white
cast.
Hollywood has suffered a lack
of diversity since its inception,
containing only a handful of
films which feature POC leads,
fewer that have gone on to mass
popularization, and even fewer
still that have gone on to win
awards. The increase in POC actors who have gained recognition in the last year is supposed
to be the beginning of change
and the start of a door opening
for actors of color. It signals a
future of less cultural appropriation and whitewashing, but
Johansson’s role as the lead in
“Ghost in the Shell” expresses
otherwise. Hollywood is reluctant to let go of old traditions,
and this decision shows it.

Brittany Longhetano| The Montclarion

Since Johansson was assigned
to the lead role, it closed the
door for an Asian—more specifically, Japanese—actress who
could have played the role. This
is major, as an Asian woman
has not been represented on the
big screen in a lead role since
“Lucy Liu.” Just as Black people
need to be represented for the
sake of the kids growing up in
America’s hostile culture, there
are kids of Asian descent who
need someone of Asian descent

to play Major in order to show
America can and will respect
their culture.
Anime has such a huge following on top of that. It’s almost
disrespectful to cast someone
who is not part of the culture
as the lead. It’s a robbery of an
entire genre, and it was not necessary. It sheds a bad light on
Hollywood, especially in this
fragile time when society tethers on another period of monumental social change.

Thumbs Up
Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg
celebrates 84th birthday

As expressed by countless
POC, the erasure of culture will
not be tolerated and POC have
gotten this far because of their
efforts. There is no way they
will sit back and let this movie
go forward unscathed.
“Gods of Egypt” faced the
same problem, but “Ghost in
the Shell” comes right after a
big night which included the
recognition of figures and movies like Viola Davis, Mahershala
Ali, “Lion” and “The Sales-

man.”
It was an amazing step forward, but it would be erroneous to think that that one step
would be enough. “Ghost in the
Shell” will be a slap in the face
after that one step, and POC
will not take that seated.

Vaniele Casimir, and English major, is
in her first year as Assistant Opinion
Editor for The Montclarion.

Campus Voices:

How do you feel about Scarlett
Johansson being cast as Major?

FBI finds no evidence
that suggests President Obama
wiretapped Trump Tower
Montclair State does good job with snow
removal

Thumbs Down

“I don’t know if I would agree with that choice. I feel that often characters of color
are casted as white when they shouldn’t be. Not to say that Scarlett Johansson isn’t a
fantastic actor but it’s like saying there are no fantastic actors from any other race than
white and that bothers me.”

- Maria Brucato, Psychology, Senior

Crazy weather
Spring break has ended
Slippery in CarParc Diem

Tell us
what you think
@themontclarion

“I’m not so much upset about Scarlett Johansson being casted, that doesn’t bother me,
what they’re doing with the character does. They’re changing the character’s traits and
how she acts in certain situations and making her vulnerable .”

- Benjamin Veling, Senior, History

“I don’t care who’s casted, even though we have so many Asian actors that
could have been casted. I don’t like what they’re doing with the character. You
want to try to stay as true to the character as possible if you want the people
who watched the series to watch it.”
-Brooke Olsen, Junior, Theatre Studies
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Dramatic weather changes leave Montclair State University covered in snow.

Photos courtesy of Snapchat

Mother Nature Gives Us the Cold and Hot Shoulder
Dramatic changes in temperature signal global climate change

S

e v eral weeks
ago the state
was buried
in about 10
Jessica Torres inches
of
Columnist
snow and
then days later it was been
sunny with temperatures hitting the 60’s. Now, once again,
Montclair State is covered in
snow and people are more confused than ever by this bizarre
weather pattern.
This kind of flip-flop weather
is not normal for the month of
February or March. Normal
temperatures should be in the
mid-40’s with some snow. Since
the start of this year, we have
had multiple days with temperatures above the average.

While it is lovely, it is important to remember how awful
this all actually is. We are only
in March and 2017 is already
being considered the third hottest year on record.
While we have caused the
planet a lot of damage, NASA
insists that if we start today
with changes such as reducing
greenhouse gases and adapting
to the changes that have already
occurred, the environment will
notice. We cannot be blind and
say global warming is not happening. Being blind hurts the
planet, which hurts us since we
all live here. Besides the nice
weather that we are having
right now, we should look at
California.
The state was in a recordsetting five-year drought and

is now experiencing extreme
flooding from all the rain they
have been getting. The drought
and now non-stop rain is not
normal and should be cause for
concern for our planet. Crazy
weather like this is causing
people to evacuate and only to
return to find their homes and
other belongings damaged.
According to NASA, 97%
of scientists agree that global
warming is occurring. If we
look toward science to give us
health advice, new technology and ways to keep us safe,
why shouldn’t we believe in it
when it tells us that the planet
is suffering? There is not much
published work denying the existence of global warming.
Scientists, pretty unanimously, agree that it is humans who

have caused global warming
and they also agree that we can
change the course of how climate change is going.
Some people like to blame the
climate change on the sun, but
there is evidence that proves
that is incorrect. The warming
that the planet has experienced
has been too rapid in the past
few decades to blame the sun.
The main cause of global
warming has been us, humans.
While we may be enjoying this
weather because most of us do
not like the cold, we should let
it remind us to take care of our
planet.
We have to remember to recycle, try to buy fuel-efficient
cars or use public transportation. We also should encourage
our government to care about

the planet as well and to get involved in agreements with other countries that will help our
planet, not hurt us.
Having more warm days than
cold seems nice and is enjoyable, but when it is supposed to
be cold and snowing, not 60 degrees, we should be concerned.
It can no longer be an option
whether to care for our planet
or not because the consequences of not doing so are catching
up to us quickly.
We all live on this planet,
therefore we should all step up
and agree to take care of it.

Jessica Torres is in her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Banning the New Travel Ban
President’s latest attempt at travel ban gets held up in court again

F

a

c ing insurmountable
odds, President Donald Trump
Nicholas
has proven
Da Silva
many
of
Columnist
his naysayers wrong, but he is learning
the hard way that winning the
election is only part of the battle that comes with leading the
United States.
In January, he created and
enforced a controversial travel
ban which provoked a firestorm of confusion and anger.
The Trump Administration deserved all that backlash because
of how lazily-executed and
poorly-explained the whole directive was.
The counterproductive nature of the plan designed to
prevent massive chaos ended

up inciting massive chaos all
across the country. When the
ban was struck down in court,
many wondered whether or not
Trump would really attempt to
pursue a revival of his controversial directive.
Given how Trump’s persistence ultimately led him to the
White House, it was no surprise
to see that the president decided to keep fighting for the travel
ban.
Going back to the drawing
board, Trump came up with a
revised travel plan, which was
somewhat more lenient than
its predecessor. Removing Iraq
from the list of banned countries and exempting green card
holders from the ban served as
a means of trying to reach some
sort of compromise with opponents of the entire directive.
Yet, this revised directive has
also been held up in court under the target of lawsuits.

Given that Trump’s second
take on a travel ban has been
met with the same legal battles,
there is a considerable possibility that Trump may have to go
back to the drawing board yet
again.
While a president’s executive
order does not need to appease
both sides of the spectrum, opponents of the travel ban will go
out of their way to make things
as difficult for Trump as possible. Whether it is through organized protests or legal matters,
Trump’s opponents are not going to give up their fight due to
the fact that his executive order
must be enforced.
Not helping matters is that,
within the last two weeks, the
Trump Administration has endured a variety of embarrassing
scenarios completely of their
own making. From Ben Carson’s head-spinningly stupid
comparison of “immigrants”

and “slaves” to the uncovering
of more dishonesty regarding
Trump affiliates being in talks
with Russia, it is simply not a
fun time to be even associated
with the administration of the
45th president.
The fact that Trump finds
his revised directive being met
with a legal battle piles on to
the embarrassment that America’s new leader must be feeling
deep down.
Trump’s ego has been his
greatest strength and his greatest weakness. While that ego
has constantly landed him in
hot water, it has also led to him
solidifying himself in the annals
of history regarding business,
entertainment and politics.
His ego is what will likely
drive him to combat his opponents and make no further compromises regarding his travel
ban order. Yet, given all of the
trouble that this travel ban has

Concerning Editorials and Columns

caused, one must wonder, is
it really worth the fight that
Trump is putting up?
Trump has way too many issues on his plate right now to
continue to revise travel ban
after travel ban. Trump needs
to take a step back and decide
what is truly important to the
American people at this time.
There is way too much heat on
Trump and his administration
for them to try and pull off a
juggling act on a high wire with
a wax candle on their nose. Instead of desperately rushing to
simply get things done, Trump
should pull back on the travel
ban directive and take a serious
amount of time to come up with
a more productive plan.

Nicholas Da Silva, a journalism major, is
in his third year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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Montclair State Wows
Audience with Sold Out
‘West Side Story’ Performances

Natalie Madlon, who played Anita, is signing one of her relatives info
pamphlets after the show.

Babee Garcia | The Montclarion

Babee Garcia
Assistant Entertainment Editor

During the first night of soldout performances, Montclair
State’s production of “West
Side Story” proudly solidified
the campus slogan “It’s All
Here.”
Julia Langlois, whose big
sister Anna Langlois plays
the female lead role “Maria,”
loved the show entirely. Lori
Langlois, their aunt, watched
her niece perform for the first
time with tremendous amazement, explaining that she was
“in awe” of her beautiful voice.
From the magnificent set design, to the instrumentals produced from three orchestras, to
the florescent-colored dresses
worn by the Sharks women,
“West Side Story” surpassed
my expectations. The energy
that these young, talented per-

formers exerted from the Kasser Theater stage was impeccable, leaving me in tears at the
finale. The choreography was
perfect, complete with synchronized fights, twirls and lifts.
Costume designer Samantha LaScala revealed some key
details within her creative process: “Since this show takes
place in the 1950s, making sure
to respect this era’s rules was
very important to me. When
shopping for the women in
the cast, I went to vintage online shops. Since measurements
were so different, I needed to
cross-reference the measurements I had to make sure they
fit into the dresses that worked
with what I had rendered.
When I wasn’t shopping online at vintage stores, I was in

Montclair State’s costume stock
pulling options that I thought
might work for certain characters. When stock didn’t have
anything, I went back online
to buy pants, dress shirts and
shoes that worked perfectly for
the actors.”
LaScala explained that one
of her favorite—and earliest—
purchases were the “Dance at
the Gym” shoes for the women,
which she purchased from a
wholesale store based in China.
“What I needed to purchase
were ballroom shoes,” she
said. “Ballroom heels are very
flexible, have a sturdy heel,
and have suede on the bottom
for ideal dancing. This show
is quite dance heavy so these
shoes had to be perfect for
dancing. In order to make sure

the color of the shoes worked,
I bought them all in white satin. Once the shoes came in, we
painted the shoes with a special
dye to match perfectly to the assigned dresses.”
Another moment I found
unforgettable was when Alex
Carr, who plays the male lead
“Tony,” sang “Maria” in Act I.
Carr sang the ballad flawlessly
and with so much emotion
and power, that it could have
made every girl in the audience
swoon over him with glee.
Randy Mugleston, chair of
the Department of Theatre and
Dance, who was sitting to my
left, said that all of the costume,
lighting and sound designs
were composed by Montclair
State students. Mugleston expressed how everyone did a

great job in producing a topnotch, age-appropriate show.
As I closely viewed one
of musical theater’s timeless
classics, I realized how much
“West Side Story” transcends
the stage and resonates with
what is going on in the world
today. I also recognized the impact “West Side Story” has on
younger generations, as I sat
near twelve and thirteen-yearold students from Renaissance
Performing Arts and Glenn
Field Middle School.
This musical will always be
one of my favorites. The cast,
crew and everyone else who
provided their talents to the
production made me infatuated with it even more.

‘Day of Absence’ Spotlights
Montclair State Department of
Theatre and Dance
Ryan Fabyanski
Contributing Writer

On a rainy and thundering
Saturday night on campus, I
saw the play “Day of Absence”
at Montclair State University’s
L. Howard Fox Theater. This
being my first viewing of a play
on campus, I had no idea what
to expect, but the description
caught my eye.
The show did not disappoint.
Not only was this play funny,
well-acted and loaded with
commentary and satire, but it
also has convinced me to start
seeing more productions by
Montclair State’s Department of
Theatre and Dance.
The premise is simple. One
morning, the residents of a
southern white town wake up
to realize that the black citizens
have vanished without a trace.
While it sounds basic enough,
it’s also a set-up that could’ve
been taken in many different
directions, and the direction the
play chose proves very effective.
The entire play takes place
within the span of a day, and
in that day, a lot goes down.
Because this play takes place in
the mid 1960s, the white towns-

people do have concerns about
where the “Negros” went, but
it’s satirized by the fact that
they only care about them for
their work.
Throughout the day, business
and production come to a halt,
houses and bathrooms don’t
get cleaned, and the white citizens grow desperate for the
black citizens to return.
The story is played up in an
incredibly enjoyable and overthe-top way, not only through
the direction of the story, but
also the acting. Speaking of
which, the actors in this play
knocked it out of the park. The
level of emotion and gravitas
they brought to each role was
stunning, and their southern
accents were flawless, which
made their performances that
much more enjoyable.
Interestingly, most of the
cast members were black actors donning white face, which
was a choice that I think benefited the show. Two characters
that stood out were the mayor,
for how over-the-top he was,
and the reverend, who kept
switching between preaching
the Lord’s wrath on the Negros
and praising him.
The stage and set itself, while

The “Day of Absence” set before the show began.
minimal, was effective in conveying the story with the use of
lighting and basic set design. It
also had bits of music here and
there, which were rare but welcomed, especially the very last
moment of the play which had
a particularly funny use of the

“X-Files” theme which was surreal yet amazing.
In the end, I thought that
Montclair State’s production of
“Day of Absence” was simply
awesome. The performances
were great, the writing and satire throughout was consistently

Babee Garcia | The Montclarion

funny, witty and even thoughtprovoking, and the minimal
use of music and set design
gave a humble and charming
feel to the whole thing.
Overall, I’d give it a solid
8/10. If they performed it
again, I’d definitely see it again.
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A Night to Remember at the
Video Production Club’s
Oscars Party
Bryan Sudfield
Staff Writer

I was lucky enough to attend
the Video Production Club’s
(VPC) 4th annual Oscars party
on Feb. 26. There was a lot to remember with the food, red carpet, lip sync battle, awards given to members of the VPC and,
of course, watching the Oscars
with a ton of incredible people.
The atmosphere felt soothing
and subtle, while still containing lots of enthusiasm and energy from everyone. The Oscars is
the film lovers’ Super Bowl, and
this show was incredibly fun to
watch with everyone.
The reaction in the Student
Center Ballroom to the Best Picture mix-up was indescribable,
with many cheering for ‘La La
Land,’ followed by shocked
buzz from the students, as it
turned out that ‘Moonlight’ was
the actual winner.

We were all laughing, crying and screaming at the same
time, and I cannot remember
the last time reactions like that
happened in front of me.
Around 7 p.m., the food was
served and there was a vast
amount of deliciousness, from
the mini quesadillas to the
messy buffalo wings, the sweet
brownies to the crispy potstickers, I was satisfied with the
food.
A half hour later, an insanely
courageous lip-sync battle with
a few members of the VPC took
place. Everyone was left breathless from each and every performance.
The last thing I will touch
upon are the awards given
to the VPC members. Like I
brought up earlier, I’m not a
member of this club. But watch-

The Video Production Club’s Oscar Party on Feb. 26.
ing these passionate students
on stage, receiving mini-Oscars
and thanking their families,
friends and colleagues, was
very bittersweet. I can see that

all these students love being a
part of the VPC, and they felt
like a “big, happy family.”
By the end of the night, everyone was hugging and celebrat-

Bryan Sudfield | The Montclarion

ing Hollywood’s biggest night
with the people that mean a
lot to them, while making new
friends.

The 89th Academy Awards:
From Blissful Night to
PR Nightmare

The infamous Oscar blunder in which ‘La La Land’ was awarded
Best Picture when the actual winner was ‘Moonlight.’
Julia Siegel
Staff Writer

It was an enjoyable Sunday
night as the Academy Awards
ceremony played out. The show
was funny, heartwarming and
plain entertaining for three and
a half hours. As the clock struck
midnight, it seemed that all
bliss and sanity checked out of
the Dolby Theater.
The bewitching hour came
and ruined the 89th Annual
Academy Awards forever. The
evening went from a fantastic hosting performance from
Jimmy Kimmel to phenomenal
musical performances to the
biggest live PR nightmare to
grace television.
As we all know, the Academy screwed up big time during
the reveal of Best Picture and
by giving “Suicide Squad” an

award. These two moments will
go down in history as badges
of disgrace for the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
There is no excuse for the horror that ensued during the Best
Picture announcement. Warren Beatty, what possessed you
to say that “La La Land” was
awarded Best Picture if the card
in the envelope specifically said
“Emma Stone – La La Land,
Best Actress”? The fact that
both Beatty and Faye Dunaway
looked at the card, shrugged,
and made the announcement
was ludicrous.
No one would be making fun
of either of them if they had immediately spoken up and said
that they thought there was a
mistake. Beatty should have
taken one look at the card and
asked for clarification, which

Photo courtesy of Disney | ABC Television
Group (Flickr)

would have cleared things up
without creating a terrible moment.
Secondly, after Dunaway announced “La La Land” as the
winner, the producers should
have cut the music and come
onto the loud speakers to say
that there was a mistake. Why
did it take several minutes to
come to the conclusion that the
wrong envelope was taken to
the stage? Why did the Academy let the entire “La La Land”
crew get up on stage, cry in
front of everyone, give beautiful speeches, and accept one of
the loudest ovations for Best
Picture I have ever heard if it
was not the winner?
Thirdly, and most importantly, this major gaffe caused
“Moonlight” to lose its moment
in the spotlight. As much as I am
personally against “Moonlight”

winning Best Picture, they deserved to have the moment that
“La La Land” had. Since the “La
La Land” crew had already given speeches and the show was
approximately 40 minutes over
time, the show’s producers did
not give the “Moonlight” producers time to give acceptance
speeches. The whole night was
ruined for the “La La Land”
crew, the “Moonlight” crew, the
audience, the viewers at home
and even Kimmel because the
wrong envelope was given to
the presenters.
I want to take a moment and
give some major props to the
way the “La La Land” producers handled the mistake. They
were so gracious and immediately corrected the mistake as
soon as a stage producer ran
out to confront them with the
correct envelope. It was a moment of serious sportsmanship
that was handled so much better than could be expected in
the heat of the moment. It was
also very nice that the “Moonlight” producers took a moment
to say that they wanted to share
the spotlight with the “La La
Land” crew and that they were
equally as deserving.
Lastly, Kimmel almost gets
the worst end of the stick in this
situation. The poor guy was
clearly trying not to show how
upset he was that something
had gone wrong. Unfortunately, the show will go down in
history and be remembered as
“the time the Best Picture statues were given out to the wrong
people” instead of “the time
that Kimmel slayed it as host of
the Oscars.”
Kimmel did a wonderful
job keeping the show and his
jokes fresh, while maintaining
an exciting pace over the entire
show. Typically, the show drags

a bit in the middle of the technical categories, but the sketches
and clips shown throughout
the telecast really helped keep
a lighter, more entertaining atmosphere. Kimmel does not
deserve to be forgotten for his
hosting, but I fear that he was
already forgotten just hours after the show ended.
Briefly, the other major stain
on the Academy’s reputation
was the Best Makeup and Hairstyling award going to “Suicide
Squad.” The fact that the Academy could even give a nomination to a disaster of a film like
“Suicide Squad” was atrocious,
but giving it the award is appalling.
It does not matter that the
award is for makeup and hairstyling or if it had been an
acting nomination; “Suicide
Squad” will always be known
as an Academy Award winner.
The film is a slightly better piece
of trash than “Batman v. Superman: Dawn of Justice.” For anyone who has not seen it, do not
waste your time. Terrible films
should not be awarded with
anything other than a Razzie
award, not even in lesser categories like makeup and hairstyling.
This award gives validation to
DC Entertainment, of which it
is so beyond undeserving. They
have done a horrific job of creating a new franchise, as it has
potential to completely disintegrate by the end of 2017. I seriously cannot understand why
the Academy voted for “Suicide
Squad” over any other film.
Between the Best Picture disaster (both literally on stage
and clearly choosing the wrong
film) and “Suicide Squad” winning, the 89th Academy Awards
were completely ruined.

Check out all of our Oscar Night coverage and Movie reviews at:

www.themontclarion.org

themontclarion.org
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Kong Returns in Lightweight
Popcorn Fare
Nicholas Da Silva
Staff Writer

When the original “King
Kong” came out in 1933, it pioneered the genre of monster
movie epics by presenting audiences with something they
had never seen before. In the 83
years since that film’s release,
we have been presented with
monster movie spectacle on
a continuously grander scale,
even if it’s not always better.
Unfortunately, the same can be
said about the latest attempt to
revitalize the King Kong franchise.
Set in the aftermath of the
Vietnam War, government
agent Bill Randa (John Goodman) organizes an expedition
to a mysterious land in the Pacific Ocean known as Skull Island. Among the participants
in the expedition are former
British Special Air Service
Captain James Conrad (Tom
Hiddleston), Lieutenant Colonel Preston Packard (Samuel
L. Jackson) and anti-war photojournalist Mason Weaver
played (Brie Larson). Along
with members of Packard’s
helicopter squadron, the crew
encounters a variety of dangerous creatures while also coming body to toe with the ruler
of Skull Island, King Kong.
If that plot sounds familiar to
you, it is because we have seen
this plot about 185 times before
from far better monster movies.
For me, a good monster movie
should either deliver on a storytelling level or as a pure roller coaster ride of popcorn fun. I
do not need the most three-dimensional characters in a story

like this one, but do they have
to be so utterly uninteresting
and dry?
There is only one character
that has some semblance of dimension in the film, which is
Hank Marlow (John C. Reily).
Stranded on Skull Island since
World War II, Marlow is shown
to have become somewhat
crazed while still hoping to one
day get home. Given what a
terrific actor he is, Reily takes
what could have been simple
comic relief and manages to
give a performance which is
simultaneously funny and human.
That is not to discredit the
rest of the film’s terrific ensemble, but they have absolutely
nothing to work with besides
their basic character traits.
Take, for example, how the immensely talented Larson is saddled in a thankless role taking
pictures of the ensuing monster mayhem when she is not
running from the creatures involved in it. Most of the actors
are just there as the toys for the
monsters to play with, running
around the island from one big
set piece to the next with no
real stakes or connection to be
found.
Due to the lack of engaging
or charismatic characters, the
first act of the movie, which sets
everything, up is particularly a
drag. To compensate, the film
shoehorns popular songs over
almost every scene. If it worked
in “Guardians of the Galaxy,”
it would obviously work here
too.
Once you get past that set
up, things do admittedly pick
up on the level of entertain-

ing eye candy. The saturated
aesthetic used on Skull Island
does provide for a lot of visually
pleasing sequences, and the big
monster battles are cohesively
filmed.
On the same token, I could
not help but think of how this
film feels lesser when compared
to other monster movies in the
past decade. Compared to the
2005 remake of “King Kong,”
“Skull Island” fails to create any
sort of dynamic between characters that make us feel for what
we are watching.
Director Peter Jackson did the
seemingly impossible with the
King Kong legend by turning
this horror film into a genuinely
poignant story about a monster actually falling in love with
the woman he abducts. “King
Kong” (2005) is a good example
of how to adapt an iconic story
while putting a unique, emotional twist on the story.
Yet, I also like monster movies
that have a lot of great spectacles and deliver on the mayhem.
Even though the characters in
“Godzilla” (2014) and “Jurassic
World” (2015) were not anything outstanding, the incredibly well-executed spectacle and
filmmaking in each movie compensated for any lacking areas.
The action scenes in “Skull
Island” are fine, but they seem
like lesser derivatives of better
monster-movie battles. Making
matters worse is that the final
battle in “Skull Island” is an
inferior knock-off of the great
T-Rex battle in the 2005 “King
Kong” remake.
Although this is not a horrible movie by any stretch of the
imagination, it has a lot of prob-

lems even beyond the script.
Scenes feel choppily strung
together, the tone constantly
switches from lighthearted to
serious, and the narrative keeps
changing its mind on what
characters we are supposed to
be focusing on.
You can watch “Skull Island”

Theatrical release poster for
‘Kong: Skull Island.’

and get some visually pleasing entertainment out of it, but
I would recommend that you
wait to rent this movie at home.
Despite getting more action
with Kong than any other film
in the series, the ruler of “Skull
Island” certainly does not feel
like a king.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org
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Women in Sports: Forever
Changing the Game

This Week In
Red Hawk
Sports

A Sports Editorial

THURS 3/16
Softball vs. Drew
University
3 p.m. & 4:30 p.m.
POSTPONED
Baseball vs. Baruch
College 3:30 p.m.

FRI 3/17
No Games

SAT 3/18
Men’s Lacrosse vs.
Purchase College
12 p.m.
Baseball vs.
Oneonta (DH)
12 p.m.
Women’s Lacrosse at
Muhlenberg College
1 p.m.
Baseball vs.
Oneonta (DH)
2:30 p.m.

SUN 3/19
Softball at College of
Staten Island (DH)
1 p.m.
Softball at College of
Staten Island (DH)
2:30 p.m.

MON 3/20
Baseball vs. Neumann
University
3:30 p.m.

Erin Andrews interviews former Michigan University basketball player, Trey Burke.
Montana Peschler
Staff Writer

It is no lie that the sport industry is male-dominant. When
you hear the big names like famous football announcer John
Madden, previous New Jersey
Devils general manager Lou
Lamoriello or current owner
of the most recent Super Bowl
champs Robert Kraft, it is evident that this flourishing industry is male-driven. However,
throughout the years, women
have successfully worked their
way into professional leagues
and are forever changing the
game.
Noting that most professional announcers, general mangers
and team owners are predominantly male, many understand
that when you enter this growing industry, you usually have
to start from the bottom. Before
any future sports-influenced
man or woman begins his or
her journey through any professional league, starting from
the bottom is customary.
“The bottom” can commonly
be referred to as any college or
minor league team. The ultimate goal, of course, is to make
it big while gaining the needed

experience, almost like climbing a ladder to get to the top.
Two women who understand that experience drives
the industry are Boston University’s director of hockey
operations Brittany Miller and
Providence College’s Theresa
Feaster. These women are the
first two to be hired as fulltime staff members of any
men’s Division I hockey team.
Impressive, right? Not all
women just enjoy watching a
team play because they have
cute players and colorful jerseys. The fact that these two
successful women were hired
for a men’s Division I team
shows that women are to be
taken seriously in the sports
business. In fact, Miller and
Feaster both hope to one day
play management roles in
the National Hockey League
(NHL). Like them, I hope to
pursue a career in the NHL as
well.
Many years ago, when I was
introduced to such a tough,
rugged, passionate sport, I
knew that my life had forever been changed. I grew up
watching and learning everything there is to know about
hockey. Being able to attend
various professional and col-

MGoBlog | Flickr

lege hockey games when I
was younger made me realize that there is nothing else I
want to do in life than to devote 100 percent of my time
and energy into this sport.
The players, fans, energy,
atmosphere, statistics and
so many other elements of
hockey are what really motivated me to pursue a career
in the NHL. Although I never
came to think that my gender
would compromise my ability to live, love and breathe
hockey, at times it does have
an affect.
Any typical sports-crazed
know-it-all male fan would
argue that most women
don’t know sports, let alone
hockey. Nonetheless, when I
am able to list all thirty NHL
teams, categorized by division, in less than two minutes, the facial expressions
on some guys are priceless.
With such a passion for
hockey, hoping to follow in
Miller and Feaster’s footsteps, working for the Montclair State men’s ice hockey
team has been one of the
most strategic, career-enhancing things I have done
so far. Even though this club
team is not Division I, it does

not matter. I am able to gain the
experience of managing a hockey team while getting a behindthe-scenes look of everything
that goes into making a hockey
team successful. With this recent management position, I am
sure that I was not meant to do
anything else.
Not only are women working their way into professional
leagues, but a select few have
already made it big. Sportscaster and host of Fox College
Football and co-host of College
GameDay on ESPN Erin Andrews has had a very successful
career so far in the sport industry. As of 2016, she has a total
net worth of $20 million. Aside
from college football, she was
once also reported for the Tampa Bay Lightning and Atlanta
Braves.
Aside from Andrews’ success in the reporting and broadcasting field, she also signed an
endorsement deal with Reebok
back in 2011. Her recent work
even landed her a co-hosting
job on Dancing with the Stars.
Professionally, Andrews exemplifies the success that continues to grow for women in the
sports industry.

Philip Scott named the New Jersey Athletic
Conference Baseball Player of the Week

TUE 3/21
Women’s Lacrosse vs.
Buffalo State
4 p.m.

WED 3/22
Baseball vs.
Moravian College
4 p.m.
Men’s Lacrosse vs.
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute
6 p.m.

The senior centerfielder batted .500 going 13-for-26 at the plate in eight games
from March 5 to 12.

Red Hawks Baseball: 4
Concordia University (IL): 5

Red Hawk Recap

Photo Courtesy of Montclair Athletics

Red Hawks Softball: 6
Bridgewater College: 7

Red Hawks Softball: 4
St. Joseph’s College: 2

Red Hawks Women’s Lacrosse: 10
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: 7

Red Hawks Softball: 8
Cornell College: 6

Red Hawks Softball: 3
Muskingum University: 11

Red Hawks Baseball: 20
Fredonia State University: 3

Red Hawks Women’s Lacrosse: 15
Drew University: 4

Red Hawks Lacrosse: 4
Denison University: 13

Red Hawks Baseball: 9
Suffolk University: 10

Red Hawks Baseball: 4
SUNY Oswego (DH): 9
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Room 113 Student Center Annex in Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax 973.655.7804
E-mail Montclarionsports@gmail.com

Global Education Center

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY

Study Abroad
EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

Thursday, March 30
6 - 8 PM Jubilee Hall
400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, NJ

Study in
Australia, Austria, Canada, Chile, China,
England, France, Hungary, Italy, The
Netherlands, Norway, South Korea, Spain
and Sweden!

The College of Education
and Human Services offers:
Nationally recognized programs
More than 20 graduate programs including certificates
Pay the same flat rate tuition and fees as at
MSU. ALL Federal, State and Institutional Aid
is eligible to be used.

Learn more at:
http://www.montclair.edu/globaleducation/study-abroad/outgoing-students/

Online and on-campus classes

Register
www.shu.edu/cehs
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Montclair State Men’s Lacrosse Looks
to Shine at Upcoming Homestand

Don Fin taking the ball down the field.
Anthony Paradiso
Contributing Writer

This year’s Montclair State
men’s lacrosse team has started
the 2017 season off 0-5. Still, the
Red Hawks have time to set
the ship right with a two-game
homestand, starting March 18
at Sprague Field.
The men’s lacrosse team suffered its biggest loss on March
11, where the Red Hawks fell
13-4 to Denison University.
The Red Hawks came close
to their first win at Ursinus College last weekend. They led 9-4
at one point, but could not stop
a furious comeback from Ursinus.
After Ursinus scored six unanswered goals, Ryan Anzalone knotted the game up at
10. In each of the subsequent
three overtime periods, the Red
Hawks had the better play, but
could not clear their zone as Ursinus scored the game-winner
late in the third overtime pe-

riod.
The Red Hawks have surrendered over 11 goals in each of
their last three games, and have
not played well defensively.
In 2017, Blasé Mantineo, a
returning ‘X-factor’ who hails
from Flemington, New Jersey,
will look to reclaim his throne
as the Skyline Conference’s
top face-off specialist. The ‘X’
is the way real lacrosse players describe the face-off circle,
or dot in other sports. Senior
all-American face-off specialist Mantineo has been with the
team since 2014. In 2016, he set
a Montclair State record in faceoff wins (298) and face-off winning percentage (.708), while
playing in every game for the
second consecutive season.
Mantineo has picked up
where he left off last season,
winning 20/25 face-offs against
Stevens on March 1 and 21/26
at Ursinus on March 11.
Montclair has a proven veteran in the face-off ‘X,’ but has

Photo Courtesy of Montclair Athletics

shown potential at other positions as well.
Sophomore Matt Haemmerle
has scored three or more goals
in two straight matches, including a five-goal performance
against Ursinus. He has scored
at least a point in his last four
and the team will rely on the 6-4
attack man to continue scoring.
Senior attack Brady Wulster
ended last year on a high note,
notching three goals and one
assist against Ithaca in the second round of the NCAA tournament. Wulster has eight goals
through five games this year,
and seems to be a big part of
this Red Hawk attack.
The team will look to improve their defense in particular, which needs to be a step
ahead of their stiff competition.
The Red Hawks are still chasing their first win of the season. They will face off against
Purchase College on Saturday
March 18 at home.

		

Two-Game
Homestand at
Sprague Field

vs. Purchase College
Saturday Mar. 18, 2017 @ 12 p.m.

vs. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Wednesday Mar. 22, 2017 @ 6 p.m.

Spring Break Perfection for
Women’s Lacrosse

Emma Cimo
Sports Editor

The ladies of the Montclair
State women’s lacrosse team
came out on top this spring
break, not once, but three times
while on the road. The Red
Hawks pulled off a perfect record during their break from
the books, with high-scoring
wins over Stevenson University, McDaniel College and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
The team traveled to Maryland for their first two games last
week. They saw Stevenson University first, picking up an 11-7
win with the help of a sevengoal second half. Seniors Lindsay Lare and Francesca Verrone
both picked up two goals each
during this rush, making Lare’s
total for the day four goals, and
Verrone was right behind her at
three. The Mustangs were just
as relentless as the Red Hawks,
but Amanda McGuire defended
the net, making seven saves for
the home team.
With momentum on their
side, it was time for the next
stop on their Maryland road
trip: McDaniel College. Lare
was not staying quiet as she
became the hero of this game,
much like the day before as
the Red Hawk’s earned a 10-9
win on Sunday, March 5. Lare
scored with less than a second
left to win the game and earned
herself a hat trick on the after-

noon. However, she wasn’t the
only Red Hawk that earned herself those honors against McDaniel; Senior Aviana Paraggio
also grabbed three goals against
the Green Terror.
Meanwhile, Verrone added
another goal to the three she
netted the day before. Freshmen
Megan Mahlstadt and Natalie
Bade and junior Chelsea Orban
all picked up two goals each,
scoring one per game, while in
Maryland.
Although, Orban stepped
into the spotlight when the
team pushed past Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute on
March 9, with a score of 10-7.
Orban picked up a hat trick
of her own along with teammate Kyle Graver, who put
three goals in her back pocket
as well. The Red Hawks never
trailed against RPI, due in part
to the help of two goals by the
ever-present Lare. Verrone, the
recently crowned NJAC Defensive Player of the Week forced
five turnovers and five ground
balls. McGuire picked up five
saves on the night for Montclair
State. With a win over RPI, the
Red Hawks improved their record to 4-1 on the season.
The team’s successful road
trip followed their first loss of the
season, a 13-3 blunder against
Stevens Institute of Technology
on March 1 at home. Lare netted two goals against the Ducks
while Orban secured the other.

Francesca Verrone running with the ball.
McGuire picked up 12 saves for
the Red Hawks but Stevens was
still able to put up six in the first
half causing the Red Hawks to
drop the first game against their
local rival since 2012.
This loss is their only of 2017,
after a victorious home opener
in February against Drew Uni-

versity. Paraggio netted four
goals to start off the season
while Verrone picked up three,
setting the scene for her games
to come. McGuire stopped five
shots on goal in her debut as a
Red Hawk.
Montclair State will hit the
road again for the last time in
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this four-game stretch, looking
to keep their winning streak
alive this Saturday, March 18,
to take on Muhlenberg College
at 1 p.m. The Red Hawks will
face off at Sprague Field again
on Tuesday, March 21 against
Buffalo State at 4 p.m
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Baseball Opens 3-9 Away from Home
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Ryan Long prepares to swing at a pitch.
Anthony Gabbianelli
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State baseball
team started its season off with
a 3-9 record after playing games
in North Carolina and Florida
over the past two weeks.
The Red Hawks started the
season in Fayetteville, North
Carolina, where they played
games against Ferrum College
and Frostburg State University
on Feb. 24 and 25. In the first
game, Montclair State made its
first game of the season very
interesting, as the team climbed
out of a 9-1 rut by scoring eight
runs in the top of the eighth before giving up two runs to Ferrum College and losing 11-9.
The Red Hawks played Ferrum College a second time be-

fore facing off against Frostburg
State, but the team dropped
both games to start the season
at 0-3. Again, against Ferrum
College, Montclair fought back
from behind. They tied the
game after a four-run deficit,
but Ferrum College scored four
runs in the last three innings to
win the game.
Montclair State later fell to
Frostburg State 11-3. The Red
Hawks started the scoring with
a two-run top of the first in a
game where Frostburg State
answered back in the bottom of
the second and third inning to
take the lead and the eventual
win.
While North Carolina might
not have been so nice for Montclair State, Florida treated them
a little bit better during the

RussMatt Invitational. Montclair State won three games
and lost six games, including an eleventh-inning win
over Muskingum University, a
three-hit shut-out over Coe College, and a 20-run game against
Fredonia.
Montclair State’s first win of
the season, a 3-2 victory against
Muskingum University, came
off the bat of Ryan Thieme when
he hit a sacrifice fly to score the
winning run in the bottom of
the eleventh.
The Red Hawks later played
in a doubleheader against Coe
College, dropping the first
game 16-13. The team knocked
21 hits and gave up seven runs
to Coe in the bottom of the first
inning.
In the second game, Connor

Linsday threw a three-hit gem
in a 4-0 win. Linsday had 11
strikeouts while collecting his
first win of the season.
Montclair State lost its next
two games against Grove City
and Concordia University, each
by one run. Grove City grabbed
the lead in the top of the ninth to
defeat Montclair State 3-2. The
Red Hawks had their comeback
cut short as they lost to Concordia 5-4.
Montclair State’s offense was
unstoppable against Fredonia,
as the Red Hawks busted out
20 runs in a 20-3 victory. Philip
Scott, who hit two triples, and
Chris Roth, who had a grand
slam and a triple, both ended
the game with five RBI.
Montclair State then lost three
straight games: two in a double-

header against SUNY Oswego
and one against Suffolk University to close out the RussMatt
Invitational.
The team was scheduled to
play their long-awaited home
opener on Thursday, March 16
against Baruch College, but because of the recent snowstorm
in the area, the game has been
postponed.
The doubleheader on Saturday against Oneonta State University of New York has also
been postponed. No makeup
dates have been announced.
The next game would be on
Monday, March 20 at 3:30 p.m.
against Neumann University at
Yogi Berra Stadium.

Softball Splits Rebel Spring Games
Thomas Formoso
Managing Editor

It was a streaky performance
from Montclair State in the Rebel Spring Games as they spent
spring break in Kissimmee, Fla.
to open up the season.
Montclair State opened up the
season with wins against Defiance College and Beloit College
on the first day of the trip and
out-scoring its opponents 11-5.
With eight of its 11 runs coming in the first three innings of
the game, the Red Hawks made
early statements to jump out to
a 2-0 record to begin the season.
That would swiftly end as the
Red Hawks suffered two devastating losses to Bluffton College and Penn State Altoona.
Against Bluffton, who came
into the game at 1-1, Montclair
State sat on a 4-0 lead going
into the bottom of the seventh
inning. A five-run Bluffton onslaught handed Montclair State
their first loss of the season.
During the second game of
the day against Penn State Altoona (2-3), the teams held each
other at bay for the entire game
until Jenna Myers scored for
Penn State in the eighth inning.
Montclair State could not make
their chances pay in the bottom half of the inning and fell
to a record of 2-2 going into day
three.
After a day off, the Red Hawks
returned to action against the

Rhodes College Lynx. NJAC
Softball Rookie Player of the
Week Blake Saperstein tied the
game at two for the Red Hawks
after the Lynx smashed a tworun home run the inning before.
Ultimately, the Lynx would
score two more in the next inning to secure the 4-2 win. Starter Nicole Majewski fell to 1-1
with the loss.
Their second game of the day
against Penn State Berks (3-2)
fared much better for Montclair State as junior Sam Keating pitched a two-hit shutout
and pushed her record to 1-1 on
the season. The Red Hawks ultimately won 3-0 to bring their
record back to .500.
The Red Hawks opened their
second-to-last game at the Rebel Spring Games against 0-2 St.
Joseph’s in Long Island. Four
combined runs in the third,
fourth and fifth innings proved
to be enough as freshmen
Courtney Politz and Kiara Ruiz
combined to allow only four
hits in the 4-2 win. Politz improved her record to 2-1, while
Ruiz secured her first save of
the season.
The Red Hawks would yet
again return to .500 in the second game against 1-5 Muskingum University. The Red Hawks
took a brief lead in the third
inning through Saperstein.
Muskingum would rattle off
nine runs in the following halfinning to put the game firmly

Team 5-5 after trip to Florida

Kaylee Powers squares up to bat.
out of reach. Keating ended up
only pitching 2.1 innings, but
allowed nine runs and dropped
to 1-2 on the season. After the
11-3 loss, Montclair State entered the final day at 4-4.
After allowing four runs in
the first inning to Bridgewater
College (3-7), Montclair State
tied the game in the fifth with
three runs, including another
RBI for Saperstein. The game
would eventually go into extra
innings and Bridgewater put up
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three runs in the top half of the
inning to put the Red Hawks
in hot water. Montclair State
would muster up two runs, but
fell short of the tying run and
fell to 4-5 going into their final
game in Florida.
Against Cornell College, the
Red Hawks won their fifth
game of the season as Saperstein drove in four more runs in
Montclair State’s 8-6 win.
The Red Hawks were supposed to resume their season

on March 16 with a doubleheader against Drew University at Montclair State’s Softball
Stadium, but the recent snow
storm postponed the action.
There has been no reschedule
date. They will play their last
non-conference road games in
Staten Island, N.Y. as they take
on College of Staten Island in
another doubleheader matchup on March 19 as they resume
the season.

